Abstract. In this paper, we give a complete survey of the lines of curvature on quadratic surfaces, and, more generally, on tangent surfaces, general cylinders and cones. We also apply our own software to the graphical representation of all the results we present.
Introduction
Quadratic surfaces or quadrics are traditionally studied in lectures on linear algebra and analytic geometry, and multi-variable analysis and vector analysis. They also provide interesting examples for the study in the differential geometry of non-trivial lines of curvature.
A curve on a surface whose tangent at each point is in a principal direction at that point is called a line of curvature. Some differential geometrical properties of those lines on parametric surfaces are discussed in [8] and on implicit surfaces in [22, 2] . A good overview of lines of curvatures and their behavior near umbilical points and principal cycles and in the neighborhood of critical points is given in [20] . There are papers that extract lines of curvature from noisy point clouds, or construct surfaces by lines of curvature [9, 11, 1, 7] .
In this paper we study the lines of curvature on quadratic surfaces. For cylinders and cones we consider more general cases, general cylinders and general cones. We also deal with tangent surfaces, since the computation is similar.
Visualization strongly supports the understanding of mathematical concepts. We developed our own software to visualize all the presented results. To be able to represent lines precisely, we use line graphics. In this approach surfaces are represented by families of lines on them, without polygon mesh. Lines are given by their parametric representation. In this paper we determine the mathematical expressions for the lines of curvature on quadratic surfaces and illustrate the obtained results. All the geometrical figures in this paper have been created by our software package.
Line Graphics Approach
The main stream to represent surfaces in modern computer graphics is their approximation by the faces of polyhedra, mainly by triangulation or rectangulation, called polygon mesh. Therefore, we do not see the original surface but we do see the approximation of the surfaces.
A problem arises in the representation of curves on such surfaces. A graphical representation of a curve can be fairly precise. Then, it appears as if a curve is not really on the surface, it looks like it floats around the surface. Another approach is to approximate the curve so that it lies on the corresponding polyhedron. But then, the curve is not smooth and differs very much from the original curve.
This issue is of special interest for us, because we want to visualize lines of curvature on quadratic surfaces. The visualization of curves on surfaces plays an important role in differential geometry. As an example we mention asymptotic and geodesic lines, lines of curvature, level lines, lines of self-intersection, or the lines of intersection of surfaces. This is why we use line graphics, and represent surfaces by families of lines on them. Since we do not make any approximation of surfaces, the curves on the surfaces can be arbitrarily accurate. The curves look smooth and they are of printing quality. The size of figures can be measured in meters without loosing quality.
The representation of a surface by line graphics is not the same as by wire models. We take into account the visibility of points. The visibility of a point is tested with respect to the surface to which it belongs, but also with respect to the other surfaces in the scene. Furthermore, the surface includes a contour line. By a contour point of a surface we mean a point at which the surface normal vector is orthogonal to the projection ray. The contour line of a surface is the set of all its contour points. Without its contour line, a surface would appear to be unfinished.
Surfaces and curves are given by their parametric representations. The visibility of points is tested analytically. Contour points are also computed analytically. We derive the corresponding formulae for each class of surfaces we want to represent. The major work in line graphics is the derivation of those formulae. Once we have obtained the formulae, we can draw curves precisely, up to the limitations of the real numbers in the programming language. Nevertheless, if the computation is complicated, the accuracy may depend on numerical errors, which can show if the figure is too large. On the other hand, visual representations can show whether the mathematics is correct.
The line graphics approach was first introduced by Endl ( [3, 4] ) in the late 1980's for some elementary geometrical bodies such as Platonic bodies, cones, cylinders or spheres. Starting shortly afterwards, Malkowsky used the same approach for many topics in classical differential geometry ( [14] ). Later several extensions were made in different fields, for instance in functional analysis, topology, physics, chemistry and the engineering sciences ( [5, 6, 12, 13, 16, 17, 18, 15, 19, 21] ).
Mathematical Background
A general definition of a quadratic surface in R 3 in normal form is
For various entries in the matrix A, and value of b 3 and d, we get different quadratic surfaces. There are nine real nontrivial quadratic surfaces.
For example, for
It is easy to verify that
is a parametric representation of the ellipsoid for (
We can get the parametric representations of the other quadratic surfaces in the similar way, except for parabolic cylinder (a 1 = 1 a 2 , a 2 = 0, a 3 = 0, b 3 = −1 and d = 0) that has a parametric representation
and for the hyperbolic paraboloid (
Now we give a short survey of the standard background from differential geometry, and introduce the necessary notations.
Let D ⊂ R 2 be a domain and S be a surface in R 3 with a parametric representation
We always assume that S is of class C r (D) for some r 1, that is, the functions
2) have continuous derivatives of order r on D, where r is chosen according to need. Furthermore, we assume that the vector-valued functions
Thus the tangent plane to S spanned by the vectors x 1 (u i ) and x 2 (u i ) exists at every point of S. The vectors
are called surface normal vectors of S (Figure 3 .1).
Fig. 3.1: The vectors x k , tangent planes and surface normal vectors
The first and second fundamental coefficients of a surface S are denoted by g ik and L ik (i, k = 1, 2) , that is, if S has a parametric representation (3.2), then
Let S be a surface with a parametric representation (3.2) and γ be a curve on S given by x(s) = x(u i (s)) for s ∈ I ⊂ R where s is the arc length along γ. We denote derivatives with respect to s by a dot. The vector of curvature¨ x(s) of γ at s is split into two components (left on the figure 3.2)
The values κ n (s) and κ g (s) are called the normal and geodesic curvature of γ at s. At any point P on a surface, there corresponds one and only one value of the normal curvature to any direction ([10, Satz 5.1,p. 46]). The extreme values of the normal curvature are called principal curvatures, and the directions corresponding to the principal curvatures are called principal directions (right on the figure 3.2). It is well known that at every point of a surface there are two orthogonal principal directions. Right: Principal directions at a point A curve on a surface which has the property that its tangent at each of its points P coincides with a principal direction at P is called line of curvature (Figure 3.3) .
The next result is well known and useful to determine the lines of curvature.
The lines of curvature are given by the solutions of the differential equation Let γ be a curve with a parametric representation y(t) (t ∈ I 1 ⊂ R). Furthermore, for every t ∈ I 1 , let z(t) be a unit vector. Then a ruled surface is generated by the movement along γ of the straight lines defined by the vectors z(t). We put u 1 = t and obtain the following parametric representation for a ruled surface (Figures 4.2 and 4. 3)
It follows that
and so, since z( It is easy to see that, in the special case of general cylinders, cones and tangent surfaces, we have
and the differential equation (3.3) for the lines of curvature reduces to
Since L 11 (u i ) = 0 except for the trivial case of a plane, the u 2 -lines are lines of curvature. The second family of lines of curvature is given by
If the surface is a general cylinder, then z(u 1 ) = c, a constant vector. We obtain from (4.2) (Figure 4.4) . 
If the surface is a general cone, then let c = y(u 1 ) denote the position vector of the point of intersection of all straight lines of the ruled surface. We may assume c = 0, for otherwise we apply a linear transformation of the coordinate system. Putting z(u 1 ) = y(u 1 )/ y(u 1 ) , we obtain from (4.2)
where d ∈ R is a constant (Figure 4 .5).
If the surface is a tangent surface, then z(
. We obtain from (4.2)
that is, u 2 is the arc length along the curve γ given by y(u 1 ). 
Putting
, we obtain the parametric representation
for the elliptic cone. The lines of curvature are the u * 2 -lines with respect to the parametric representation (4.7), that is, the u 1 -lines with respect to the parametric representation (4.6), and by (4.4), the curves given by u * 2 (u * 1 ) = y * (u * 1 ) + d where d ∈ R is a constant. We put k = −d and obtain from the transformation formulae for the parameters (Figure 4 .7)
(b) We consider the hyperbolic cone with a parametric representation
As in Part (a), we obtain that the lines of curvature are the u 1 -lines and the lines given by (Figure 4 .8) 
Lines of Curvature on Hyperbolic Paraboloids
In this section, we determine and represent the lines of curvature on hyperbolic paraboloids.
Example 5.1. Let a and b be positive real numbers. Here we consider the hyperbolic paraboloid with a parametric representation
We introduce new parameters u * i (i = 1, 2) by
Then we may represent the hyperbolic paraboloid by
The fundamental coefficients are given by
We omit the arguments u * i . Then the differential equation (3.3) reduces to
Therefore we have
We obtain from this
and, putting c = sinh C, u * 2 (u * 1 ) = ±u * 1
Hence a parametric representation for the lines of curvature on the hyperbolic paraboloid is ( Figure  5.1 
Triple orthogonal systems
Triple orthogonal systems of surfaces are often useful to find the lines of curvature. Let y(u 1 , u 2 , u 3 ) be of class C 2 , the vectors y k = ∂ y/∂u k (k = 1, 2, 3) be linearly independent, and y k • y i = 0 (i = k). Then the surfaces u j = const make up three families of mutually orthogonal surfaces, a so-called triple orthogonal system.
For u 1 = r > 0, we obtain the sphere of radius r centred at the origin. For u 2 = const, we obtain a cone with its vertex in the origin. For u 3 = const, we obtain a plane orthogonal to the x 1 x 3 -plane. Furthermore, y is of class C 2 ,
and it is easy to see that y k • yi = 0 for i = k. Consequently the surfaces are members of a triple orthogonal system (Figure 6 .1). The following result is well known. 
Lines of curvature on ellipsoids and hyperboloids
In this section, we apply Dupin's theorem to find the lines of curvature on ellipsoids and hyperboloids of one and two sheets.
We need the following result.
Lemma 7.1. Let a, b, c ∈ R with 0 < a 2 < b 2 < c 2 be given. We consider the class S of surfaces given by the equations
If λ < a 2 , then the surfaces are ellipsoids. If a 2 < λ < b 2 , then the surfaces are hyperboloids of one sheet. If b 2 < λ < c 2 , then the surfaces are hyperboloids of two sheets. There is one and only one surface of each family through each point
The class S is a triple orthogonal system.
Proof. For any fixed point (
Thus there are values λ 1 , λ 2 , λ 3 ∈ R with
On the other hand, g has at most three zeros, since g(λ) = 0 is equivalent to a cubic equation. The surface normal vector at a point (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) ∈ R 3 \ {0} to the surface given by the equation g(λ k ) = 0 has the direction
and we have for i = k
Thus the equations in (7.1) define a triple orthogonal system (Figure 7.1) . We now apply Lemma 7.1 and Dupin's theorem to find the lines of curvature on ellipsoids and hyperboloids of one and two sheets.
Example 7.1. Let the point (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) ∈ R 3 \ {0} be given. We put
where g is the function defined in (7.1). Thus we have
and φ(λ) = 0 is a cubic equation with zeros λ k (k = 1, 2, 3), where λ1 < a 2 < λ2 < b 2 < λ3 < c 2 .
Consequently we may write (7.5) φ(λ) = (λ − λ1)(λ − λ2)(λ − λ3).
We choose λ = a 2 , and obtain from (7.3) and (7.5) If we choose λi = const, then the identities in (7.6), (7.7) and (7.8) yield a parametrization of the surface given by the equation g(λi) = 0 with respect to the values λj and λ k . We put α = a 2 − λi, β = b 2 − λi, γ = c 2 − λi, u 1 = λj − λi and u 2 = λ k − λi.
Then the surface given by the equation 
